INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER
Plaintiff,

OPINION OF THE INDEPENDENT
ADMINISTRATOR

v.
DOMINIC SENESE, JOSEPH TALERICO,
and JAMES COZZO
Defendants.

Charges

having

been

filed

by

Charles

M.

Carberry,

Investigations Officer, against Dominic Senese ("Senese"), Joseph
Talerico ("Talerico"), and James Cozzo ("Cozzo")/ a hearing was
held on March 22-23, 1990.

Pre and post-hearing memoranda were

received and both Senese and Talerico were represented by counsel.
Cozzo made no appearance.
By letter of March 9, 1990, Cozzo, Senese and Talerico were
notified that the hearing would be held in Judge Abraham Marowitz's
courtroom

in the United

Street, Chicago, Illinois.
on March

States Courthouse,

219 South

The location of the hearing was changed

21, 1990, to the offices of Edward J. Calihan, Jr.,

attorney for Talerico.

Mr. Calihan's office and the United States

Courthouse are both on South Dearborn Street in Chicago.
Cozzo

was

Dearborn

not

given

timely

notice

of

the

site

Because

change,

the

Investigations Officer, at my direction, posted a representative
at Judge Marowitz's courtroom from 9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., on
March 22, 1990, so that Cozzo could be thus advised.

As the record

' A charge was also brought against Joseph Glimco, Sr., but was
adjourned without date due to Mr. Glimco's medical condition.

reflects, Cozzo did not appear at either Judge Marowitz's courtroom
or at Mr. Calihan's office.
Finding that Cozzo's absence was willful, I heard the case
against him.

The record includes my March 8, 1990, letter to

Cozzo, which referenced and transmitted five documents relating to
the charges against Cozzo and the scheduled hearing.

Because these

five documents had been previously mailed to Cozzo by certified
mail, but had been rejected by him, the March 8, 1990, mailing was
sent to him by both

regular and

certified mail.

The

record

reflects that Cozzo refused to accept the certified mail package;
his treatment of the regular mailing is unknown.

In addition, the

Investigations Officer placed into the record his March 7, 1990,
letter to me.

A copy of that letter had been forwarded to Cozzo

via Express Mail, but this too was refused.

In that letter, the

Investigations Officer had concluded that "the inference is strong
that Cozzo is aware of the charges against him and has consciously
avoided appearing to know any of the details of the proceedings
relating to the charges."

By letter of March 27, 1990 (sent via

regular and certified mail), I transmitted to Cozzo a package which
included copies of all the materials introduced against him at the
March 22-23 hearing.

In the letter I stated:

Please be advised that unless you make
application to me within ten (10) days of the
date
of
this
letter
to
reopen
these
proceedings, I must deem your refusal to
accept the foregoing communications and your
failure to attend the hearing as a waiver of
your right to be informed and heard. In such
an
event,
the
Investigations
Officer's
submissions shall be admitted in evidence
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against you,
accordingly.

and

a

decision

shall

issue

Cozzo never contacted me and, in fact, he refused to accept the
March 27, 1990, certified mail package sent to him.

As indicated

in my letter, given Cozzo's failure to appear at his hearing and
to communicate with me, I have now accepted and will consider the
evidence submitted against him by the Investigations Officer.
Having considered the evidence, the memoranda submitted, and
the

arguments

of

counsel,

I conclude

that

the

Investigations

Officer has sustained his burden of establishing just cause for
finding that the charges against Senese, Talerico and Cozzo have
been proved.
I.

BACKGROUND
A.

The Charges
1.

Dominic Sanesa

Senese is charged with "[vjiolating Article II, §2(a) of the
International

Brotherhood

of Teamsters

["IBT"] Constitution

by

conducting [himself] in a manner to bring reproach upon the [IBT]
. . . by belonging to and knowingly associating with members of La
Cosa Nostra, including Joseph John Aiuppa and John Phillip Cerone."
Senese is the President of IBT Local 703, Chicago, Illinois.
2.

Joseph Talerico

Talerico is charged with "[vjiolating Article II, §2(a) and
Article

XIX,

§6(b)

manner

the
to

[IBT]

[himself]

in

violating

[his] oath . . . ."

allegations.

a

of

bring

Constitution,
reproach

upon

by
the

conducting
[IBT]

and

This charge is grounded on two

First, that Talerico "unlawfully refus[ed] to answer
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questions before a federal grand jury investigating the skimming
of funds from a Las Vegas casino, which contumacious conduct was
the basis of [his] conviction for criminal contempt in violation
of 18 U.S.C. §401(3)
contempt.

. . . and for

[his] being held in civil

Second, that Talerico knowingly associat[ed] with Joseph

Aiuppa and Philip Ponto, members of the La Cosa Nostra,
January 1, 1981 to the present."

from

Talerico is a Business Agent with

IBT Local 727 in Chicago, Illinois.
3.

James Cozzo

Cozzo was also charged with "[vjiolating Article II, §2 (a)
and Article XIX, §6(b) of the [IBT] Constitution, by conducting
[himself]

in

a

manner

to

bring

violating [his] oath, to wit:

reproach

upon

the

[IBT]

and

while employed by Local 786 by being

a member of La Cosa Nostra and of knowingly

associating

with

members of La Cosa Nostra, including Joseph Lombardo."
At one time, Cozzo was the Executive Coordinator of Local 786
in Chicago, Illinois.

letter dated February 19, 1990, I was

informed by Anthony Pinelli, an attorney representing Local 786,
that Cozzo "has not been employed by Local 786 since July 9, 1989.
Additionally, he has taken a withdrawal card and is not an active
member of the Local Union."

This letter was forwarded by me to the

Investigations Officer prior to the hearing.
B.

Th* IBT Constitutional Provisions

The charges at issue implicate the following two provisions
of the IBT Constitution:
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1.

Article II, Section 2 (a), which provides:
Any person shall be eligible to membership in this
organization upon compliance with the requirements of
this Constitution and the rulings of the General
Executive Board.
Each person upon becoming a member
thereby pledges his honor: to faithfully observe the
Constitution and laws of the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America, and the Bylaws and laws of his Local Union; to
comply with all rules and regulations for the government
of the International Union and his Local Union; to
faithfully perform all the duties assigned to him to the
best of, his ability and skill; to conduct himself or
herself at all times in such a manner as not to bring
reproach upon the Union . . . . [emphasis supplied]

2.

Article XIX, Section 6 (b)\ which provides:
(b) The basis
for
charges
against
members,
officers, elected Business Agents, Local Unions, Joint
Councils or other subordinate bodies for which he or it
shall stand trial shall consist of, but not be limited
to, the following:
(1). Violation of any specific provision of the
Constitution, Local Union Bylaws or rules of
order, or failure to perform any of the duties
specified thereunder.
(2). Violation of oath of office or of the oath of
loyalty
to
the
Local
Union
and
the
International Union.
(3). Embezzlement or conversion of union's funds or
property.

^ At a November 1, 1989, special meeting of the IBT's General
Executive Board ("GEB") a resolution was adopted purporting to
review and interpret certain provisions of the IBT Constitution,
including Article XIX, Section 6 (b). In a decision dated January
11, 1990, in the matter of Investigations Officer v Friedman and
Hughes. I rejected the GEB's interpretation as unreasonable.
United States District Judge David N. Edelstein endorsed and
approved my ruling in his Opinion and Order dated March 13, 1990.
In an Opinion dated June 1, 1990, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed Judge Edelstein's March 13,
1990 ruling.
United States v. International Brotherhood of
Teamsters. Docket Nos. 89-6248, 89-6250, 90-6136, 90-6138, 90-6142,
slip op. (2d Cir. June 1, 1990), at pp. 16-25.
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(4). Secession, or fostering the same.
(5). Conduct which is disruptive of, interferes
with, or induces others to disrupt or interfere
with, the performance of any union's legal or
contractual obligations. Causing or participating in an unauthorized strike or work
stoppage.
(6). Disruption of Union meetings, or assaulting or
provoking
assault
on
fellow members
or
officers, or failure to follow the rules of
order or rulings of the presiding officer at
meetings of the Local Union, or any similar
conduct in, or about union premises or places
used to conduct union business.
(7). Crossing an authorized primary picket line
established by the member's Local Union or any
other subordinate body affiliated with the
International Union.
II.

The Common Arguments of Talerico and Senese
A.

The Jurisdictional Arguments

Both

Senese

"Respondents")

and

argue

Talerico

that

the

(hereinafter

March

14,

1989,

sometimes
Consent

the
Order

entered in the underlying action, United States v. International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, et al.. 88 Civ. 4486 (DNE), pursuant to
which the Court-officers were appointed and from which they derive
their

powers,

Respondents.

confers

no

Respondents

personal

jurisdiction

acknowledge

that

this

over

them

argument

as
has

already been made by their respective locals in the appeal of a
January

17, 1990, decision

issued by Judge Edelstein.

United

States v. International Brotherhood of Teamsters. 728 F. Supp.
1032 (S.D.N.Y. 1990).

The appeal in question was argued before

the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit on June
11,

1990.

The

fundamental

issue
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pending

before

the

Second

Circuit, however, was a simple one:

was Judge Edelstein correct

in deciding that any lawsuits attacking the Consent Order must be
brought in the Southern District of New York?

On June 27, 1990,

the Court of Appeals answered that question in the affirmative.
United states v. International

Brotherhood

Nos. 90-6038 et al., slip op.

(2d Cir. June 27, 1990).

decision

obviously

does not

resolve the

of Teamster.

jurisdictional

Docket
This
issues

raised by Respondents.
In any event, the crux of the Respondents' argument is that
they were neither parties to the original lawsuit nor signatories
to the Consent Order; therefore, they are not bound by it.

In

addition, they contend that the contractual obligations owed by
the IBT to them and other union members, imposed as they are by
the IBT Constitution, cannot be amended by the Consent Order.
The same contentions had been made by another respondent,
Anthony

Hughes,

in

an

earlier

disciplinary

charge

conducted before me pursuant to the Consent Order.
1990,

opinion

affirming

Judge

Edelstein's

proceeding

In its June 1,

decision

which

had

sustained my holding that Hughes was guilty as charged, the United
States

Court

of

Appeals

contentions without merit.

for

the

Second

Circuit

found

As stated by the Second Circuit:

While we need not decide whether Hughes
as a nonparty could be bound by each and every
term of the Consent Decree, he clearly could
be bound by the disciplinary mechanism set in
place by the Consent Decree.
This is so
because the investigatory and disciplinary
powers of the Court-appointed officers are
proper delegations of the powers of the IBT
General President and the G[eneral] E[xecutive
B[oard]
within
the
scope
of
the
IBT
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these

Constitution that binds all members of the IBT
and because the IBT Constitution in Article
XXVI, Section 2, contemplates amendment [to
the IBT Constitution] by the GEB, under the
circumstances of this case, as a result of
judicial direction.
[United States v. International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, et al.. Docket Nos. 89-6248, 896250, 90-6136, 90-6138, 90-6142, slip op. (2d
Cir. June 1, 1990, at pp. 30-31.]
The Respondents' efforts to distinguish the Second Circuit's June
1, 1990, are flawed and are rejected.
B.

The United States Constitutional Arguments

Both Respondents argue that the charges implicate the First
and Fifth Amendments to the United States Constitution,^ focusing
upon the charges that allege knowing association with members of
La Cosa Nostra.

As stated by the Respondents,

"[fjreedom

of

association and due process must be accorded . . . Respondent[s]."
Senese Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 11; Talerico
Memorandum at p. 18.

Post-Hearing

Thus, they contend, "any adverse decision

against them on the subject of 'association' would be in violation
of [their] rights under the First Amendment."

Senese Post-Hearing

Memorandum at p. 19; Talerico Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 12.
It is further argued that the Consent Order's injunction against
"knowingly associating with any member or associate . . . of La
Cosa Nostra," is prospective in nature and, therefore, the charges

^ While neither Respondents nor the Investigations Officer have
raised the issue, except perhaps by implication, First and Fifth
Amendment (and Fourteenth Amendment) claims must be predicated on
"governmental" or "state" action.
Whether there is such
"governmental" or "state" action here is a question I need not
resolve, given that I find Respondents' constitutional claims to
be without merit.
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at issue "involve the fundamental right to notice that certain
conduct

is prohibited or will subject a person to

Senese Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 20; Talerico

sanctions."
Post-Hearing

Memorandum at p. 13.
The Investigations Officer responds that:
[e]ven absent these provisions of the Consent
Order and the Court's rulings [that the
"ultimate goal of the Consent Order is to . .
. rid the IBT of the hideous influence of
organized
crime"] the
conduct
that
the
respondents are charged with — membership in
and association with organized crime —
is
self evidently repulsive to concepts of
fiduciary duty, basic legal obligations and
trade union integrity. Even the most morally
and legally obtuse person charged with these
activities is put on notice that such conduct
by a union officer would bring reproach on any
legitimate organization.
[Investigations Officer's February 22, 1990,
letter memorandum at p. 3.]
In a later submission, the Investigations Officer argued further:
Nothing about the relationship between a
union fiduciary and an organized crime figure
comes within the sphere of activity protected
by the First Amendment.
Association with
organized crime figures is an activity plainly
harmful to the members of the union that
respondents purported to represent as union
officers. In United States v. Local 560 IBT.
581 F.Supp 279, 315 (D.N.J. 1984), the Court
held that allowing known or reputed criminals
access to the Local Union hall fostered the
perception among the membership that its
officers had organized crime connections and
contributed to organized crime domination of
Local 560. The interests of the rank and file
in a corruption-free union outweigh any
abstract right its officers might otherwise
have to associate with criminal figures.
[Investigations Officer's May 21, 1990, letter
memorandum at p. 4].
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In this same connection, the Investigations Officer noted that
it is the written policy of the AFL-CIO, with which the IBT is
currently joined, that unions affiliated with the AFL-CIO must
ensure

that

they

are

free

from

all

corrupt

influences.

Investigations Officer's February 22, 1990, letter memorandum at
p. 3.
In

further

response

to

Respondents'

arguments,

Investigations Officer asserted:
Talerico and Senese are not charged with
violating the Consent Order. They are charged
with violating the IBT Constitution. As the
Administrator has already found, it would be
absurd to hold that association with organized
crime does not violate
its
provisions.
Investigations Officer v. Friedman. Admin.
Dec. at 15-38 (Jan. 11, 1990). Thus, there is
nothing in these proceedings "bottomed on an
ex post facto application" of the Consent
Order.
Talerico Mem. at 13, Senese Mem. at
20-21.
To the extent that respondents' due
process argument relies on the argument that
the charges are insufficiently
specific,
[Memorandum of Dominic Senese at pp. 22-25],
such an argument also fails.
The specific
language of the charges, and the "reproach"
section of the IBT Constitution upon which
they are based, comfortably pass scrutiny
under the due process guarantees of the
Landrum-Griffin Act.
See
Investigations
Officer v. Friedman. Admin. Dec. (Jan. 11,
1990)
at
22;
see
also
International
Brotherhood of Boilermakers v. Hardeman. 401
U.S. 233, 244-47 (1971).
Similarly, Senese's argument that he
should have been afforded the opportunity for
discovery before the hearing [Memorandum of
Dominic Senese at pp. 24-25] is baseless. As
the Administrator
found
when he
denied
Senese's request for a detailed Bill of
Particulars and the issuance of subpoenas, the
Consent Order provides for no such process.
-10-

the

In any event, the sufficient specificity of
the
charges
rendered
Senese's
request
meritless.
[Investigations Officer's May 21,
1990, Letter Memorandum at p.5.]
I

agree

with

the

Investigations

Officer

and

reject

the

Respondents' due process argument based upon their alleged lack of
notice

that

association

with

members

of

organized

crime

or

membership in La Cosa Nostra would bring reproach upon the IBT.
To

conclude otherwise would

contentions —

lead to the most disingenuous

of

that until the entry of the explicit bar in the

Consent Order against association with members of La Cosa Nostra,
Senese and Talerico, both long-time IBT members and officers in
Chicago, did not know that associating with organized crime figures
would taint their Union —

a Union which has "acknowledged] that

there have been allegations, sworn testimony and judicial findings
of past problems with La Cosa Nostra corruption of various elements
of the IBT."

Consent Order, fourth Whereas clause at p.2.

Most

recently, Judge Edelstein has described the IBT as "a union which
has been the historic marionette of organized

crime."

United

States of America v. IBT. 88 Civ. 4486 (DNE) (S.D.N.Y. July 10,
1990).

The Consent Order's

injunction did not bring to bear

anything new, but simply explicated what, according to the IBT's
current leadership, are the goals of the IBT.
fifth

and

sixth

Whereas

clauses

at

p.2

See Consent Order

("WHEREAS,

the

union

defendants agree that there should be no criminal element or La

* Respondents' arguments regarding the specificity of the charges
and the absence of pre-hearing discovery are rejected for the
reasons highlighted by the Investigations Officer.
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Cosa Nostra corruption of any part of the IBT; and WHEREAS, the
union defendants agree that it is imperative that the IBT, as the
largest

trade

union

in

the

free'

world,

be

maintained

democratically, with integrity and for the sole benefit of its
members and without unlawful outside influence . . . .")
IBT General President William J. McCarthy has himself stated
that "the goals of a clean . . . union are consistent with the
goals of our leadership."
Teamster. April 1989.

President's Message, The International

IBT General Counsel Grady has also favorably

quoted to the approximately 1,700,000 rank and file members of the
IBT Judge Edelstein's statement made in open court on March 14,
1989:
Today, the leaders of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters have rededicated
themselves to the principle and spirit that
guide labor unions in this country.
They
affirm that their union should be free from
the influence of organized crime.
[The International Teamster. April 1989, at p.
6 (emphasis supplied)]
In a related context, and in answer to what is a basic unfairness
argument, that is, that these Respondents are being punished for
past activity, the Supreme Court has endorsed licensing provisions
which take into consideration past acts of the applicant.
stated in De Veau v. Braisted. 363 U.S. 144 (1960):
The question in each case where unpleasant
consequences are brought to bear upon an individual
for prior conduct, is whether the legislative aim
was to punish that individual for past activity, or
whether the restriction of the individual comes
about as a relevant incident to a regulation of a
present situation, such as the proper qualifications
for a profession.
[363 U.S. at 160 (emphasis supplied)]

As

In this case, the charges do not seek to punish Respondents for
their past associations, but rather, the charges are part of the
general scheme to rid the IBT of the influence of organized crime,
and

as

such,

past

conduct

of

IBT

members

may

be

properly

considered.
As for the Respondents' First Amendment arguments, such First
Amendment rights are not absolute.

As observed in Turner v. Air

Transport Lodge 1948. 590 F.2d 409, 412 (2d Cir. 1978) (Mulligan,
J. concurring), cert, denied. 442 U.S. 919 (1979):
This case presents the troublesome issue
of the clash between the right of a labor
organization to purge itself of those members
whose
activities
are
inimical
to
the
legitimate goals of trade unionism and the
Fight of the union member to express his
opinions freely, without fear of reprisal.
Congress
grappled
with the
question
in
enacting section 101(a)(2) of the LaborManagement Reporting and Disclosure Act of
1959 (LMRDA), 29 U.S.C. §411(a)(2), which
provides as follows:
Every member of any labor organization
shall have the right to meet and assemble
freely with other members; and to express any
views, arguments, or opinions; and to express
at meetings of the labor organization his
views, upon candidates in an election of the
labor organization or upon any business
properly before the meeting, subject to the
organization's established
and
reasonable
rules pertaining to the conduct of meetings:
Provided.
that nothing herein
shall
be
construed to impair the right of a labor
organization to adopt and enforce reasonable
rules as to the responsibility of every member
toward the organization as an institution and
to his refraining from conduct that would
interfere with its performance of its legal or
contractual
obligations.
[emphasis
in
original].
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Thus, in certain instances a union member's First Amendment rights
may be abridged so that the union may

"purge itself of

those

members whose activities are inimical to the legitimate goals of
trade unionism . . . ."
There are many examples of the lawful infringement of one's
"freedom of association" in a myriad of contexts.*

See Jones v.

North Carolina Prisoners' Labor Union. Inc., 433 U.S. 119, 125-133
(1977)

(the

Court

held

that

the

free

association

rights

of

prisoners must give way to reasonable considerations of prison
management); United States Civil Serv. Cornm'n v. National Assoc.
of Letter Carriers. AFL-CIO. 413 U.S. 548, 567
political

activity

by

federal

employees

(1973)

upheld);

Couahlin. 607 F. Supp. 9-11 (S.D.N.Y. 1984)

(ban on

Cordero

v.

(prison officials'

segregation of AIDS sufferers from the general population was held
not

to

violate

their

freedom

of

association

because

such

segregation bore a rational relation to the prison

officials'

objective

and

of

both

protecting

both

the

sufferers

other

prisoners' fears); Hoffa v. Saxbe. 378 F. Supp. 1221 (D.D.C. 1974)
(President Nixon's pardon of James Hoffa on the condition that he
refrain from participating directly or indirectly in the management
of IBT activities was upheld); United States v. Boyle, 338 F. Supp.
1028, 1032-33 (D.C. Colo. 1972) (the court upheld a statute that
prohibited labor unions from making political contributions because
of the compelling state interest in protecting the individual union

* The term "association" does not appear in the First Amendment,
or anywhere else in the United States Constitution.
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member's right to his political associations by eliminating union
electioneering)? In re Original Investigation. Special Grand Jury.
273 Ind. 120, 402 N.E.2d 962, clarified on other grounds. 273 Ind.
133,

408 N.E.2d

537

(1980)

(the court held

that there

is no

constitutionally protected right of association in furtherance of
a criminal conspiracy); Citv of New York v. New St. Mark's Baths.
130 Misc. 2d 911, 497 N.Y.S. 2d 979 (Sup. Ct. 1986) (the closing
of a bathhouse pursuant to a state regulation aimed at preventing
the spread of AIDS was held not to violate the right of association
because

the

city

and

state demonstrated

the

compelling

state

interest in acting to preserve the health of the population).
In yet another context, the Supreme Court has indicated its
approval of comprehensive licensing programs such as the New Jersey
Casino Control Act (the "Casino Control Act") that are designed to
"vindicate a legitimate and compelling state interest, namely, the
interest
industry."

in

combatting

local

crime

infecting

a

particular

Brown v. Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders

International Union Local 54. 468 U.S. 491, 509 (1984).

In In re

Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders Int'l Union Local 54.
203 N.J. Super. 297, 496 A.2d 1111 (App. Div.), cert, denied. 102
N.J. 352, 508 A.2d 223 (1985), cert, denied. 475 U.S. 1085 (1986),
the Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division, upheld the
disqualification of three officials from acting as officers and
agents of a union associated with the casino industry.

Two of

these officials were disqualified because of their association with
certain "career offenders" or "career offender cartel members," 203
-15-

N.J. Super, at 309, 496 A.2d at 1117.

The state's interest in

maintaining the integrity of casino operations, according to the
Local 54 court, supersedes the appellant's right to freedom of
association, Local 54. supra. 203 N.J. Super, at 328, 496 A.2d at
1127.

See also In re Application of Boardwalk Regency Corp. for

a Casino License. 180 N.J. Super. 324, 340, 434 A.2d 1111, 1119
(App. Div. 1982) aff'd in relevant past modified on other grounds.
90 N.J. 361, 447 A. 2d 1335 (1982), appeal dismissed. Perlman v.
Attorney General of New Jersey. 459 U.S. 1081 (1982), wherein it
was

noted

that,

even

if

the

associations

by

certain

casino

employees with persons thought to be guilty of criminal or quasicriminal activity were unknowing or innocent, the employees had
been insensitive to the potential impact of those associations upon
the gaming industry.

The court reasoned that the sensitive, strict

regulation imposed by the Casino Control Act was necessary and
proper to foster public confidence and trust in the credibility and
integrity

of the regulatory process and of casino

operations.

Boardwalk Regency, supra. 180 N.J. Super, at 340-42, 434 A.2d at
1119-21.

See also Kraft v. Jacka. 872 F.2d 862 (9th Cir. 1989),

holding that the denial of plaintiff's gaming
application

by

the

Nevada

Gaming

Board

based

license
partly

renewal
on

her

association with an "unsuitable" person, with whom she lived and
had a business relationship,did
association.

not violate her right of

Kraft, supra. 872 F.2d at 871.
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free

Lastly, it is a standard condition of parole that the parolee
not "associate" with persons engaged in criminal activity or who
have criminal records.

28 C.F.R., §2.40(a)(6) and (10).*

The common question in all of these cases

is whether the

associations! infringement is justified by the compelling interest
which is sought to be served.
interest is clear —

In this matter, the compelling

to rid the IBT of the influence of organized

crime.

Such a goal can never be realized unless the IBT purges

itself

of

those

individuals

within

its

ranks

who

knowingly

associate with members of organized crime or who are actually
members in such notorious organizations as La Cosa Nostra.

Such

associations are clearly inimical to the lofty goal at stake here,
and must be compromised if the IBT is to be cleansed of its corrupt
influences.
III. The Investigations Officer's Evidence
A.

Dominic Senese
1.

The Wacks Affidavit

The chief submission of the Investigation Officer against
Senese

was

("Wacks").

the

Affidavit

of

FBI

Special

Agent

Investigations Officer's Exhibit 1.

was supplemented by his testimony.

Peter

Wacks

Wacks' Affidavit

I accepted Wacks as an expert

* Paragraph 11 of the Consent Order states, "as used herein, the
term, 'knowingly associating,' should have the same meaning as that
ascribed to that term in the context of comparable federal
proceedings or federal rules and regulations."
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knowledgeable

in

the

field

of

investigation

and

structure

of

organized crime in Chicago (March 22, 1990, Transcript, 147-8).'
In

his

Affidavit,

Wacks

stated

that

"Senese

has

been

identified by the FBI as a made member of the Chicago outfit."*
Wacks Affidavit
assignment

to

at
the

127.

This

identification

FBI's

Chicago

division.

predated
March

22,

Wacks'
1990,

Transcript, 147-1 to 7.
Wacks

referred

to

two

FBI

reports

based

on

information

supplied to the FBI by then IBT president and FBI informant, Jackie
Presser (code named "Alpro").

The first of these reports is dated

December 11, 1985, and stated "[t]he new code name for Chicago LCN
member Domenic [sic] Senese is 'Big Banana.'"
Officer's Exhibit IO-IA(K).

See Investigations

The second report dated April 10,

1986, states:
According to Tony Appa, Domenic [sic]
Senese of the Chicago LCN family has assumed
additional responsibilities now that Jackie
Cerone is away.
Source further described
Senese as a violent 'animal' and noted he was
becoming very close to Joseph Ferriola, who is
presently taking over the Chicago LCN now that
Joe Aiuppa is in jail. Source believes Senese
is working directly for Ferriola.

' In the references to transcripts, the first number entry, in
this case "147," references the page, and the second entry, in this
case "8," references the line.
* Earlier in his Affidavit, Mr. Wacks explains that "the Chicago
'Family' of La Cosa Nostra . . . is also known as the Chicago
'Outfit.'" Wacks Affidavit at 14. Mr. Wacks also explains that
"La Cosa Nostra Families . . . operate through groups called
'Crews.' . . . In each crew there are 'made' members (sometimes
called 'Soldiers') of the Family. . . ." Wacks Affidavit at 117.
-18-

[See Investigations
1A(L)].'

Officer's

Exhibit

10-

Next, Wacks referred to an excerpt of a deposition of Angelo
Lonardo

taken

by

an Assistant

underlying RICO litigation.
IO-IA(K).

Wacks

stated

United

States

Attorney

in

the

See Investigations Officer's Exhibit

that

at all

times

relevant

to

these

proceedings Angelo Lonardo "was a member of La Cosa Nostra and the
Underboss

of

the

Cleveland

Affidavit at 118(h).
Aiuppa

as

the

Boss

Organized

Crime

Family."

Wacks

In his deposition, Lonardo identified Joey
and

Jackie

(John

Phillip)

Underboss in the Chicago Organized Crime Family.

Cerone

as

the

In the course of

his deposition, Lonardo identified Dominic Senese as being present
with Messrs. Aiuppa and Cerone when Senese came to Chicago with
Milton Maishe Rockman'° to discuss La Cosa Nostra involvement in the
IBT.

13. at 130.
Wacks testified that the statements of Jackie Presser and the

deposition testimony of Angelo Lonardo met the current criteria of
the FBI to qualify Dominic Senese as a member of La Cosa Nostra.
March 22, 1990, Transcript, 150-4 to 10.
In his Affidavit, Wacks also described his participation "in
the questioning of former IBT General President Roy Williams."
Wacks Affidavit at 131.

The debriefing notes of that questioning

* In this Affidavit, Wacks identifies Cerone and Aiuppa as the
"Underboss" and "Boss", respectively, of the "Chicago Outfit."
Wacks Affidavit at 118.
Wacks states that during the relevant time period "Milton
Rockman was an associate of the Genovese Organized Crime Family
and an associate of the Cleveland Organized Crime Family." Wacks
Affidavit at 1 18.
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were introduced by the Investigations Officer as Exhibit IO-IA(K).
Wacks'

statement

that

"[i]n the course

of his

debriefing,

he

[Williams] explained t o m e [Wacks] that he knew Dominic Senese from
Chicago and that he knew Senese's IBT Local was controlled," is
corroborated by the debriefing notes.
During his testimony, Wacks stated that "there came a point
in time when information had come to the FBI's attention through
Title III coverage, in an investigation that was characterized as
an

organized

crime

type

Title

III

or

wiretap

investigation

supplemented by confidential source information, that led the FBI
to feel or [come] to a conclusion that Dominic Senese's life may
be jeopardy."

March 22, 1990, Transcript, 150-20 to 152-5.

Both

in his live testimony and in his Affidavit, Wacks stated that he
met with Senese's counsel and offered the FBI's assistance which
was declined.

Wacks Affidavit at 328; March 22, 1990, Transcript,

152-10 to 16.
testified

Several months later, on January 21, 1988, Wacks

that

Senese

was

the

victim

of

"a mob-style

murder

attempt, by means of a shotgun blast to the head, which he managed
to survive."
152-10 to 16.

Wacks Affidavit at 128; March 22, 1990, Transcript,
That Senese suffered a gun shot to the face was

supported by a letter sent to us by Senese himself, along with full
face photographs.
Wacks' Affidavit next described a surveillance conducted on
September 4, 1979, by the FBI "at the Branding Iron Restaurant in
Downers Grove, Illinois."

The surveillance team was assigned to

follow Jack Cerone, Jr., who Wacks said "was the son of the former
-20-

Underboss of the Chicago La Cosa Nostra, Jack Cerone, Sr., who was
incarcerated at the moment."
to 21.

March 22, 1990, Transcript, 155-18

Wacks stated that "L[a] C[osa] Nfostra]] member Dominic

Senese met therein and discussed union business."
at %32.

Wacks Affidavit

Overheard portions of their conversations indicated that

Local 705" Union matters, such as monthly fees per head, fringe
benefits

and

construction

were

Transcript, 157-23 to 158-6.

discussed.

March

1989,

Wacks also identified Senese as an

individual depicted in one of the FBI surveillance
taken at that meeting.

22,

photographs

Id. at 162-21 to 163-1.

Wacks further testified that from approximately 1981 to 1984,
a

"cooperating

witness"

had

observed

Senese

meeting

on

many

occasions in a restaurant with Angelo LaPietra who is currently
incarcerated and had been identified "as one of the street bosses
in Chicago."

March 22, 1990, Transcript, 194-20 to 195-15.

On at

least one occasion, in the same restaurant, Senese was observed
meeting with John DiFronzo, identified, as the "current underboss
for the Chicago La Cosa Nostra."

March 22, 1990, Transcript, 194-

20 to 195-15.
In short, Wacks' testimony may be summarized as follows:
Through
the
course
of
various
investigations over the years, the original
proposition that Dominic Senese is a member of
a criminal cartel known as the La Cosa Nostra,
or the LCN, has been reinforced, and they
[sic]
have
been
reinforced
through
surveillances, some of which are included as
exhibits to [my] affidavit.
[March 22, 1990, Transcript, 151-10 to 18].
"

Mr. Senese's Local is number
-21-703.

Senese, who did not testify before me, urges that Wacks'
Affidavit and testimony should be rejected on a wholesale basis,
since

Wacks

failed

to

"aver

to

personal

knowledge

Respondent's alleged La Cosa Nostra involvement."

of

the

Senese Post-

Hearing Memorandum at p. 3.
Senese also takes exception to the Investigations Officer's
attempt to use newspaper articles to tie Senese to organized crime.
Id. at pp. 4-5.
It is further urged that Wacks' reliance on the statements of
Messrs. Presser, Lonardo and Williams should be disregarded given
the hearsay nature of those statements.

Id* at pp. 5-8.

I am also asked to reject the suggestion that the attempt on
Senese's life was prompted by his La Cosa Nostra involvement.

It

is suggested, without any testimonial support, that this incident
was the likely result of merely a "Union related" dispute.

Id. at

p. 8.
Senese also notes that the FBI-covered Senese meeting with
Messrs. Aiuppa and Cerone related to Local 705, with which Senese
has no connection.

The physical identification of Senese during

that surveillance has also been attacked.
In

sum,

Affidavit

and

it

is

his

urged

that

testimony,

the

be

Id. at pp. 8-9.

Wacks

rejected

evidence,
in

its

both

entirety

his
as

incompetent and unreliable.
While it is true that Wacks' evidence was hearsay and that it
was upon the basis of this hearsay that Wacks arrived at his
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conclusions about Senese, the answer to Senese's argument is as
follows:
1.

In this proceeding hearsay, if reliable,
is acceptable?

2.

I find the Wacks evidence reliable; and

3.

In any case, even under a
strict
interpretation of Rule 703 of the Federal
Rules of Evidence, Wacks, as the expert
on Chicago organized crime I have found
him to be, may rely upon otherwise
inadmissible evidence where "reasonably
relied upon by experts in the particular
field . . . ." I find that the hearsay
relied upon by Wacks was "reasonably
relied upon" here.

Wacks was a knowledgeable, trustworthy witness.
testimony as credible.
source

I accept his

Moreover, Wacks did not rely upon only one

for his conclusions.

As has been stated, the various

hearsay sources corroborated each other.

See Wacks' statement

regarding the FBI's identification of Senese as a La Cosa Nostra
member (Wacks Affidavit at H27; March 22, 1990, Transcript 147-1
to 77); Presser's informant reports which tied Senese to the La
Cosa Nostra

(I0-IA(I)&(L)); Lonardo deposition testimony

which

places Senese in the company of La Cosa Nostra members (IO-IA(K));
the

Roy

Williams

debriefing

notes

which

reflect

Williams'

knowledge that Senese's Local was "controlled" by organized crime
(I0-IA(A)(L));

Wacks'

testimony

about

the

"mob-style

murder

attempt" (Wacks Affidavit at S28; March 22, 1990, Transcript 15210

to

16);

the

Branding

Iron

Restaurant

surveillance

which

resulted in photographs of Senese and La Cosa Nostra members and
"overhears" of Senese discussing union business (Wacks Affidavit
-23-

at 132; March 22, 1990, Transcript 157-23 to 158-6 and 162-21 to
163-1); and the observations of the FBI's cooperating

witness

which placed Senese meeting with La Cosa Nostra members "on many
occasions" (March 22, 1990, Transcript 194-20 to 195-15).
Dominic Senese's case
Senese

introduced

excerpts

from

his

deposition

testimony

taken in the underlying Civil RICO case between the Government and
the IBT.

Senese Exhibit 6.

In this testimony, Senese denied that

he is a member of La Cosa Nostra (Senese Exhibit 6 at 29-7 to 15).
While

he was not asked

members

of

organized

whether he

crime,"

"knowingly

Senese

associated

acknowledged

meeting

with
and

socializing with Joseph Aiuppa (Senese Exhibit 6 at 18-1 to 1921) .

Senese

also

admitted

to

meeting

Jack

Cerone

and

participating in a charitable golf outing with him (Senese Exhibit
6 at 21-19 to 22-11).

Senese stated that he did not recall if he

ever met Maishe Rockman

in a hotel

in Chicago while

visiting

Joseph Aiuppa and Jack Cerone (Senese Exhibit 6 at 27-4 to 17).
I accord some weight to Senese's deposition testimony, but
find

that

it

does

conclusions of Wacks.

not

overcome

the

expert

testimony

and

Indeed, in some respects it confirms those

conclusions, e.g.. as to meetings with Aiuppa and Cerone, while
not denying meeting Rockman.

Moreover,

deposition

Senese

transcript

reveals

evasive witness.
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as

a reading of
an

Senese's

argumentative

and

Senese

called

four

witnesses

who

testified

favorable impact Senese has had upon Local 703.

as

to

the

One of those

witnesses, a priest, testified as to Senese's charitable work.
Another witness, Frank Wsol, testified that he (Wsol) served
as an "election judge" in the 1989 Local 703 election in which
Senese was reelected as President in a contested election.

March

22, 1990, Transcript, 178-23 to 179-5.

Senese was reelected by a

significant margin, 849 votes to 299.

Id. at 182-16 to 24.

Mr.

Wsol also testified that during that election, various allegations
were

made

by

Senese's

opponent

regarding

Senese's

membership or association with La Cosa Nostra.
184-24.

alleged

Ig. at 183-8 to

See also. Dominic Senese's Exhibit DS-2.

Senese relies on these facts in arguing that Article XIX,
§3(d)

of

the

IBT

Constitution

bars

the

charge

against

him.

Article XIX, Section 3(d) provides in pertinent part:
Charges against elective officers of the
International Union or any subordinate body
shall be limited only to those activities or
actions occurring during their current term of
office, and only those activities and actions
occurring prior to their current term which
were
not
then
known
generally
by
the
membership of the International Union or the
subordinate body in the case of an officer of
a subordinate body.
Senese

argues

that

since

"the

exact

'activity

and

actions'

complained of by the charges that he faces were within the full
knowledge of the voting members and was

[sic] rejected .

Article XIX, Section 3(d) is an absolute bar to any adverse finding
against Respondent Senese."

Senese Post-Hearing Memorandum

p.22.
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at

Senese?s reliance on Section 3(d) fails for the very reason
expressed, in my, January
proceedings

11, 1990, opinion

involving

Messrs.

Friedman

in the disciplinary
and

Hughes.

My

interpretation of the Section 3(d) defense was affirmed by Judge
Edelstein in an opinion dated March 13, 1990, and, as has been
noted, in turn the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed
Judge Edelstein in its June 1, 1990, opinion.

Common sense tells

us that Local 703 could not have "known generally" that Senese was
associated

with

reelected him

and/or

a member

of

La

Cosa

Nostra

when

in 1989, when Senese steadfastly has denied

they
and

continues to deny such allegations.
Given

this

Investigations

finding,

I need

Officer's

not

remaining

reach

the

arguments

merits

of

against

the
the

applicability of the Section 3(d) defense.
3.

The Merit of The Charges Against Senese

I find that the Investigations Officer has met his burden of
establishing just cause for finding that Senese was and is a member
of La Cosa Nostra and that Senese has knowingly associated with
members of La Cosa Nostra.'*

^
While a determination of membership logically leads to the
inference that he "knowingly associated with," irrespective of
membership, I find that Senese "knowingly associated with members
of La Cosa Nostra," applying the analysis with respect to that
charge against Talerico. See pp.35 gt s$q. The same is true with
respect to the "knowingly associating" charge against Cozzo.
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B.

Joseph Talerico
1.

Talerico's Refusal To Testify

The Investigations Officer presented evidence that Talerico,
while a Business Agent of Local 727, was held in civil contempt
under the Recalcitrant Witness Act, 28 U.S.C. §1826, and convicted
of criminal contempt, following a plea of nolo contendere under 18
U.S.C. §401(3) and F.R.Cr.P. 42 in 1984 for refusing to answer
questions before a federal grand jury investigating the skimming
of funds from a Las Vegas casino.
10-3(A).

Investigations Officer's Exhibit

The civil and criminal

sanctions were imposed

after

Talerico, having invoked his Fifth Amendment and then having been
granted

immunity

fsee 18 U.S.C.

§§6002

and

6003),

refused

to

testify. The Investigations Officer charges that this contemptuous
conduct brought reproach upon the IBT and violated Talerico's oath
as an IBT member.

Talerico was imprisoned a total of approximately

16 months for his contempt.
The

Investigations

Officer

suggests

that

"[t]he

facts

underlying the matter that was under investigation show Talerico
as an important cog in an organized crime scheme to skim money from
a

Las

Vegas

casino."

Memorandum at p. 9.

Investigations

Officer

Post-Hearing

The Investigations Officer further suggests

that Talerico's "motive" for refusing to testify before the grand
jury "was to protect his organized crime colleagues."

Id. at p.

10.
Talerico places much weight on the argument that his criminal
contempt was a misdemeanor.

Talerico's Post-Hearing Memorandum at
-27-
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Honorable David N. Edelstein
United States District Court
United States Courthouse, Room 2104
New York, NY 10007
Re:

APPLICATION XII BY THE INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATOR
UNDER THE CONSENT ORDER DATED MARCH 14, 1989 OPINION OF INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATOR IN THE MATTER
OF THE HEARING OF MESSRS. SENESE, TALEBICO AND3B8ZZO
ON CHARGES FILED BY THE INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER

Dear Judge Edelstein:
Enclosed please find two executed originals and a copy of my
Application XII, submitted pursuant to the Consent Order dated
March 14, 1989, entered into between the United States of America
and the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, et al. One of
the originals is "backed" for filing with the clerk if Your Honor
deems it appropriate to file it.
I have not included correspondence of counsel, memoranda or
copies of the hearing transcripts as part of this Application.
It is assumed that, to the extent such items are deemed relevant,
the parties before you on your review will present you with a
"record on appeal."

Respectfully submitted,

Frederick B.
FBL:dsg
Enclosures
cc: James T. Grady, Esq. (w/encl. - Hand Delivery)
Edward T. Ferguson, III, AUSA (w/encl. - Hand Delivery)
Charles M. Carberry, Esq. (w/encl. - Hand Delivery)
Michael H. Holland, Esq. (w/encl. - Express Mail)
Jed S. Rakoff, Esq. (w/encl. - Hand Delivery)
Patrick J. Calihan, Esq. (w/encl. - Express Mail)
Edward J. Calihan, Jr., Esq. (w/encl. - Express Mail)
Mr. James Vincent Cozzo (w/encl. - Express & Regular Mail)

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Plaintiff
v
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF
TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF
AMERICA, AFL-CIO, et al.
Defendants

88 CIV. 4486 (DNE)
APPLICATION XII BY THE
INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATOR
UNDER THE CONSENT ORDER
DATED MARCH 14, 1989 OPINION OF INDEPENDENT
ADMINISTRATOR IN THE MATTER
OF THE HEARING OF MESSRS.
SENESE, TALERICO AND COZZO
ON CHARGES FILED BY THE
INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER

Application is made by the undersigned as Independent
Administrator for ruling by the Honorable David N. Edelstein,
United States District Judge for the Southern District of New
York, on the issues raised by Respondents Dominic Senese, Joseph
Talerico and James Cozzo during their hearings before me on
charges filed by the Investigations Officer.
held on March 22, 1990 and March 23, 1990.

These hearings were
I have decided these

issues in an Opinion dated July 12, 1990, a copy of which is
enclosed herewith.
I have concluded that there was just cause for finding, and
have found, that the elements of the charges against Messrs.
Senese, Talerico and Cozzo were established.

As a penalty, I

imposed upon Respondents permanent debarment from the IBT.
Respondents are to remove themselves permanently from all of

Thus,

pp. 17-21.

"Clearly, the 90-day sentence makes the offense a

misdemeanor,

not

a

felony."

Id.

emphasizes the nolo contendere plea.

at

p.

17.

Talerico

also

First, he cites F.R.Cr.P. 11

which provides that such pleas shall not be admissible

in any

"civil or criminal proceeding . . . against the defendant who made
the plea."

Talerico then argues that his nolo contendere plea does

not collaterally estop him "from relitigating the issue of whether
or not (among other defenses raised in the Nevada District Court
in 1984) a criminal Indictment by the same Grand Jury before whom
he was obligated to purge himself pursuant to the Recalcitrant
Witness Act was lawful."

Id. at p. 22 (emphasis in original).

Citing two labor arbitration cases, the Investigations Officer
argues that "nolo contendere pleas can be used to establish just
cause to find a respondent in a labor arbitration has committed the
facts underlying his criminal conviction."

Investigations Officer

Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 10., citing Great Scot Food Stores.
73 Lab. Arb. (BNA) 147 (1979); The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Co..

45 Lab. Arb.

characterization

(BNA) 495

of

this

(1965).

proceeding

Talerico
as

a

challenges

labor

Talerico Post-Hearing Memorandum at pp. 22-23.

the

arbitration.

He thus ignores

paragraph F.12.A.(e) of the Consent Order which provides that these
proceedings are to be conducted in the manner of labor arbitration
proceedings.

Thus,

in

these

proceedings,

Talerico's

nolo

contendere plea is a sufficient basis for finding that Talerico was
criminally culpable for refusing to testify before the grand jury.
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In his pre-hearing

submission, the Investigations

Officer

contended that "[t]he doctrine of collateral estoppel precludes
[Talerico] from relitigating

in the hearing, the

charges based on [his] prior criminal conviction."

substance

of

Investigations

Officer's February 22, 1990, letter memorandum at p. 7.

in his

Post-Hearing submission, the Investigations Officer argued that:
Respondent Talerico did not offer any
evidence to contradict the Investigations
Officer's direct case.
The
Independent
Administrator had not excluded any evidence
proffered by Talerico.
Consequently, the
Independent Administrator does not have to
reach the question of the applicability of
collateral estoppel. This is not a question
of issue preclusion.
It is a question of
proof
and
the
Investigations
Officer's
evidence stands uncontradicted.
[Investigations
Officer's
Post-Hearing
Memorandum at p. 10].
I agree with the Investigations Officer.

Clear evidence was

presented that Talerico refused to answer questions before the Las
Vegas grand jury investigating the skimming of funds from a casino.
Talerico does not dispute this despite the fact that I did not
preclude him from presenting evidence to the contrary.
The

issues

of

Talerico's

motives

for

not

testifying

and

whether the criminal conviction is a misdemeanor or a felony, are
simply not relevant to the issue before me.

I find, in this

particular instance, that Talerico's refusal to testify before the
grand jury in and of itself "brought reproach upon the IBT."

In

reaching this conclusion, the rationale underlying the "AFL-CIO
Executive Council Statement on the use of the Fifth Amendment in
Investigations of Racketeering, January 28, 1957," as cited by the
-29-

Investigations Officer in his May 21, 1990, Reply Memorandum at p.
6, is especially compelling:
It is the policy of the AFL-CIO . . .
that if a trade union official decides to
invoke the Fifth Amendment for his personal
protection and to avoid scrutiny by proper
legislative
committees,
law
enforcement
agencies or other public bodies into alleged
corruption on his part, he has no right to
continue to hold
office
in his
union.
Otherwise, it becomes possible for a union
official who may be guilty of corruption to
create the impression that the trade union
movement sanctions the use of the Fifth
Amendment, not as a matter of individual
conscience, but as a shield against proper
scrutiny into corrupt influences in the labor
movement.
In this case, Talerico was called before a federal grand jury
to aid in its investigation into a criminal scheme to skim money
from a Las Vegas casino.

Many reputed organized crime figures were

implicated in that scheme.

Declaration of Charlie J. Parsons,

Investigations Officer's Exhibit 10-2.

While even the invocation

of the Fifth Amendment could indeed be interpreted "as a shield
against

proper

movement,"

scrutiny

given

into corrupt

influences

Talerico's having been granted

in the

labor

immunity,

his

refusal to testify was especially iniquitous.
In reaching this conclusion, I am in no way questioning or
challenging Talerico's right, or any other union member's right to
invoke his Fifth Amendment privilege at any time, even in the face
of a grant of immunity.

It must be recognized, however, that the

exercise of that right may, under certain circumstances, have an
impact on that member's tenure as a union officer and/or member.
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a.

The Merits of The Charge Regarding Talerico's
Refusal To Testify

I find that the Investigations Officer has met his burden of
establishing just cause for finding that Talerico brought reproach
upon the IBT, as charged, by virtue of his refusal to testify
before the Las Vegas Grand Jury.
2.

Talerico's La Cosa Nostra Association

The second charge levied against Talerico involves his alleged
knowing association with members of La Cosa Nostra.

This charge

is intertwined with the grand jury investigation and subsequent
indictments arising out of the Las Vegas casino skimming scheme.
In connection with his case against Talerico, the Investigations
Officer submitted the Affidavit of FBI Special Agent Charlie J.
Parsons

(MParsons").

Investigations

Officer's

Exhibit

10-2.

During Parsons' assignment as the FBI Organized Crime Supervisor
for the Las Vegas Division, he supervised the investigation into
the skimming scheme "which was conducted by members and associates
of the Chicago LCN Organized Crime Family at the Stardust and
Fremont Las Vegas casinos which were owned by the Trans-Sterling
Corp."

Parsons Affidavit at

Parsons testified about this

^
Although not presented in the evidence, I take notice of the
May 9, 1990, decision of the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals issued
in United States v. Salerno, et al.. No. 87-1066 (9th Cir. May 9,
1990). In that opinion, the 9th Circuit overturned the tax fraud
convictions of two individuals originally charged in the TransSterling skimming scheme.
As explained in the 9th Circuit's
opinion, the original indictment was made against four individuals,
Trans-Sterling, Inc., the parent company of the casino, and the
casino itself. According to the decision, the casino "cashier" and
"runner" were eventually tried. The runner was acquitted and the
cashier convicted.
The cashier appealed, but his appeal was
(continued...)
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investigation
contempt

in the judicial proceedings

charges.

Ibid.

As part

involving

Talerico's

of his Affidavit,

submitted a copy of a transcript of that testimony.

Parsons

Parsons also

"testified before the President's Commission on Organized Crime
about

.

.

. Skimming

Investigation^]

and

other

related

FBI

investigations regarding illegal organized crime casino skimming
schemes."

Ibid.

Parsons also included in his Affidavit a copy of

a transcript of his testimony at the hearing before the President's
Commission.
In his Affidavit, Parsons stated that during the course of
his investigation, he "personally observed Joseph Talerico meeting
with

Philip

Ponto

in

Las

Vegas,

Nevada."

Ig.

at

<$8.

"Additionally," Parsons stated, "FBI Special Agents working under
[his] direction and control also observed Joseph Talerico meeting
with

Philip

Ponto

Metropolitan area."
FBI physical
meetings."

on

numerous

in

the

Las

Vegas

Id. Attached to Parson's Affidavit were "nine

surveillance

Id.

occasions

reports

documenting

[five] of

these

Parsons also incorporated in his Affidavit five

FBI surveillance photographs taken of a meeting between Philip

^(...continued)
dismissed following his death.
The government, apparently
conceding that the case was eventually a "state law embezzlement
case that lacked a federal nexus," eventually moved to dismiss all
other counts of the indictment except the aiding and abetting of
the preparation of false tax returns counts against two individual
defendants.
As noted, the convictions in these counts were
overturned.
The basis of the reversal was a finding that the
government failed to show that the individuals acted for their own
benefit and intended to cause the casino to file false tax returns.
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Ponto and Talerico which occurred on September 6, 1981, in Las
Vegas, Nevada.

Id- at 19.

Parsons also stated that on July 18, 1981, "FBI Special Agents
assigned to the FBI Chicago Division observed
meeting

with Joseph

Aiuppa

in the parking

Restaurant, Oak Brook, Illinois."

Joseph

lot

Id. at S10.

Talerico

of Mr.

Hobo's

Parsons included

in his Affidavit a "copy of the FBI FD 302 physical surveillance
report documenting that meeting."
According to the Parsons' Affidavit, "[a]t the time of the
July 18, 1981, meeting with Joseph Talerico, Joseph Aiuppa was the
Boss of the Chicago Organized Crime Family.
LCN

Bosses

of

the Milwaukee

and

Kansas

Joseph Aiuppa and the
City

Organized

Crime

Families were subsequently convicted in a related organized crime
casino skimming scheme known as the Argent Casino Skimming Case
which also involved the Stardust and Fremont casinos . . . ."
at 111.

Id.

Parsons further stated that "Philip Ponto was a member of

the Chicago LCN Organized Crime Family at the time Ponto met with
Joseph Talerico."

Id. at 112.

It is also noted that "[a]t the

time Joseph Talerico met with Chicago LCN Boss Joseph Aiuppa and
Chicago

LCN member

Philip

Ponto,

Talerico

was

employed

Business Agent for . . . Local . . . 727, Chicago, Illinois."
at S13.
Next, Parsons stated that the:
FBI investigation into the . . . casino
skim did not identify any legitimate business
reason or union purpose relating to Talerico's
meetings with members of the Chicago Organized
Crime Family.
Based upon the information
developed during the course of this FBI
-33-

as

a

Id.

investigation and the previously mentioned
Argent Casino skimming prosecution, the FBI
concluded that Joseph Talerico
regularly
travelled
in a clandestine manner
from
Chicago, Illinois, to Las Vegas, Nevada, for
the purpose of transporting illegally obtained
casino skim money for the Chicago Organized
Crime Family. [Id. at S14.]
Ldstly, Parsons states that: [b]ased upon
the information developed in the . . . casino
skim investigation and [his] experience in
investigating organized crime matters, [he
has] concluded that Joseph Talerico is a close
associate of the Chicago Organized Crime
Family.
Significantly, Joseph Talerico's
selection to transport the illegal casino skim
for the Chicago Organized Crime Family, as
well as Talerico's personal meeting with the
Boss of the Chicago Organized Crime Family
provides strong and uncontroverted evidence of
Talerico's close and trusted relationship with
the Chicago Organized Crime Family.
[Id. at
115.]
Talerico has not denied that on July 18, 1981, he met with
Joseph Aiuppa outside a restaurant in Oak Brook, Illinois.

In his

Affidavit, Special Agent Wacks stated that "[a]t all times relevant
to this hearing
Chicago Outfit."

. . . Joseph John Aiuppa was the Boss of the
Wacks Affidavit at 38.

Given Wacks' expertise,

his corroboration of Parsons' Affidavit, and the fact that Talerico
offered no proof to contradict this conclusion, I accept this
averment.
Talerico

also

admits

to

meeting

Philip

Ponto

"on

five

occasions prior to their arrest [in connection with the Las Vegas
casino skimming investigation] on January 3, 1982." Talerico PostHearing Memorandum at p. 3.

Talerico also admits to meeting with

Mr. Ponto in a restaurant following their respective arrests.
at p. 4.

Id.

In his Affidavit, Wacks states that at all relevant times

"Philip Ponto was a member of the Chicago Outfit."

Again, given

Wacks' expertise coupled with Parsons' Affidavit and the fact that
Talerico offered no proof to contradict this conclusion, I accept
this finding.
Talerico also does not deny that he used an assumed name on
his

flights

between

Chicago

automobiles in Las Vegas.

and

Las

Vegas

and

while

renting

Talerico Post-Hearing Memorandum at p.

4.
Thus, it is beyond dispute that Talerico met with members of
La Cosa Nostra on at least six occasions.

The issue that remains

to be addressed is whether these six meetings are sufficient to
sustain

the

Investigations

Officer's

charge

of

"knowing

association" with organized crime members.
a.
I
sustain

find
his

that,
burden

What Constitutes A Prohibited Association?
in order
of

for the

proving

a

Investigations Officer

prohibited

association

to

with

organized crime members, he must show that the contacts in question
are purposeful and not incidental or fleeting.
be shown in either a business or social context.

Such contacts may
This conclusion

is in accordance with the ruling of the Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit in Birzon v. Kino. 469 F.2d 1241 (2d Cir. 1972) and
of the Supreme Court in Arciniecra v. Freeman, 404 U.S. 4 (1971).
In Arciniega. the Court held that the term "associate" as used in
a parole setting was not "intended to apply to incidental contacts
between ex-convicts in the course of work on a legitimate job for
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a common employer."

Arcinieoa. supra. 404 U.S. at 4.

The Birzon

Court stated that:
With regard to the term "associate," we
believe that the meaning that would more often
occur to men of ordinary intelligence is
something more than merely a fleeting or
casual acquaintance." [469 F. 2d at 1243]
In

determining

whether

the

Investigations

Officer

has

sustained his burden of proving a prohibited association, the focus
will be placed on the nature and not the number of contacts in

"
The Birzon Court reversed the district court's revocation of
parole based on a finding that the parole hearing failed to conform
to the requirements of due process. The evidence at the hearing
"consisted solely of the state parole violation report, which was
apparently based on statements by several confidential informants."
The parole board refused to provide the parolee "with a copy of
this report or with the substance of the statements made by the
informants, and it refused to provide [parolee] their identity in
order to permit [him] to confront and cross-examine them."
The
informants in question provided the details of the parolee's
association with persons having criminal records. The Birzon Court
found that the "board had no way of knowing how reliable the
informants were and had no real basis on which to resolve the
credibility issue against the parolee . . . . We do not mean to
intimate that the board should have taken testimony from the
informants at the hearing and given the parolee the opportunity to
cross-examine.
What we do mean is that the board should have
received the information directly from the informants (although not
necessarily in the presence of the parolee), instead of relying
solely on the state report. The board could then have reached its
own conclusions about the relative reliability of the informants'
statements and those of the parolee and his witnesses."
Birzon.
supra. 469 F.2d at 1244. The Birzon scenario is distinguishable
from the case at hand. The Investigations Officer submitted the
Wacks Affidavit coupled with his live testimony.
A second
affidavit of an FBI agent was also produced. I also had before me
Senese's denial of his La Cosa Nostra involvement in an earlier
deposition and his attorney took advantage of the opportunity to
cross-examine the Investigations Officer's expert. Mr. Talerico,
while not denying his contacts with La Cosa Nostra members,
challenged the sufficiency of those contacts to sustain the charge.
Accordingly, this was not a case where there was exclusive reliance
on a written synopsis of the evidence of the Investigations
Officer, as was the case in Birzon.
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question.

See Rastelli v. Warden Metro. Correctional Center. 610

F. Supp. 961 (S.D.N.Y. 1985), rev'd in part on other grounds. 782
F.2d 17 (2d Cir. 1986) (wherein the qourt found one meeting of
approximately one hour with a prohibited party violated express
condition

of

plaintiff's

prison

release.);

United

States

v.

Furukawa. 596 F.2d 921, 923 (9th Cir. 1979) (the court held that
two associations with a known gambler, in a nightclub and at lunch
in a drive-in restaurant, breached the conditions of probation);
and United States v. Bonanno. 452 F. Supp. 743, 758

(N.D. Cal.

1978), aff'd. 595 F.2d 1229 (9th Cir. 1979) (the court found that
one three-to-four-hour dinner with persons with extensive criminal
records constituted a prohibited association).
b.
The

Demonstration of "Knowing Association"

Investigations

Officer

has

charged

that

Talerico

"knowingly associates with . . . members of La Cosa Nostra."

In

the absence of direct evidence of knowledge of the organized crime
ties

of an

associate,

I conclude

that

such

knowledge may

inferred from the duration and quality of the association.

be
See

Rastelli. supra. 610 F.Supp at 974, 976 (the Parole Commission's
determination that Rastelli should have known of his associates'
criminal records was reasonable because he knew them intimately for
long periods of time, and had been imprisoned with one of the
associates); Furukawa. supra. 596 F.2d at 923 (because petitioner
knew of his associate's narcotics violations

and gambling,

he

should have been on notice that his associate was probably not
"law-abiding");

and

In

re Hotel
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and

Restaurant

Employees

and

Bartenders Int'l Union Local 54. 203 N.J. Super. 297, 333-4, 496
A.2d lllli 1130 (App. Div.), cert, denied. 102 N.J. 352, 508 A.2d
223

(1985), cert, denied. 475 U.S. 1085

(1986)

(appellants had

constructive notice of their associate's illegal activities).
c.

The Merits of the Association Charge Against
Talerico

Talerico, among other things, seeks to defend his meetings
with Messrs. Aiuppa and Ponto on the basis of their having taken
place many years ago and being limited in number.

Talerico also

emphasizes that "[n]o violation of law was observed" during the FBI
surveillances.

Talerico Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 4.

As for

the temporal aspect, under the Consent Order the Investigations
Officer and the Independent Administrator are not limited by any
statute of limitations or other time ban.

See Consent Order, para.

D.5 ("This limitation period shall not apply to any action taken
by the Investigations Officer or the Administrator"); and United
States v. International Brotherhood of Teamsters. 725 F. Supp 162,
161 (S.D.N.Y. 1989), aff'd, Docket No. 89-6248, 89-6250, 90-6136,
90-6138, 90-6142, slip. op. (2d Cir. June 1, 1990).

("The plain

language of SD.5, taken together with the spirit and intent of the
Consent Decree as a whole, support the Independent Administrator's
conclusion that the Court Officers are bound by no statute of
limitations.")

In addition, even more important than the number

of the contacts in issue is the nature of those contacts.

Lastly,

the fact that the FBI did not observe the violation of any laws
during the meetings is without relevance.
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The undisputed evidence before me supports the conclusion that
the meetings between Talerico and Ponto were indeed purposeful and
not fleeting.

A more difficult question is presented in regards

to the Aiuppa meeting.

An examination of the FBI surveillance

report of this 1981 meeting indicates that it lasted approximately
thirty minutes.

Talerico and Aiuppa were observed conversing while

walking, in a parking lot behind a restaurant.

No information is

provided as to the context of the conversation.
own,

this

one

contact

Officer's charge.

would

not

support

Standing on its

the

Investigations

Thus we are left with the evidence regarding the

Ponto meeting.
The evidence relating to the five Ponto meetings is far more
detailed.

The FBI gathered evidence that Talerico travelled from

Chicago to Las Vegas under assumed names on at least five separate
occasions.
places

such

At each of these meetings, Talerico was observed in
as

parking

lots,

grocery

stores,

and

rest

areas

conversing with Mr. Ponto and exchanging packages or envelopes.
Such repeated contacts, following the same pattern, may be readily
characterized as purposeful.
these

actions

as

"a

matter

Talerico's own characterization of
of

his

business,"

supports

the

conclusion that these meetings were something more than fleeting
contacts, and were for a specific purpose.

Talerico Post-Hearing

Memorandum at p. 4.
The evidence before me supports the conclusion that Talerico
"knowingly associated] with . . . Philip Ponto, [a] member[ ] of
the La Cosa Nostra."

(emphasis supplied)
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Talerico has been a

Chicago

union

resident

of

Official

Chicago.

Memorandum at p. 1.

for the past
Talerico's

23

March

years
7,

and

1990,

a

lifelong

Pre-Hearing

These facts coupled with the surreptitious

nature of Talerico's contacts with Ponto, lead me to the conclusion
that Talerico either knew or should have known of Ponto's ties to
the Chicago underworld.

Moreover, Talerico presented no evidence

to the contrary.
Thus, I find that the Investigations Officer has established
just cause to find Talerico culpable as charged in regards to his
association with Mr. Ponto.
c.

James V. Cozzo

The Wacks Affidavit and accompanying exhibits as they pertain
to Cozzo identify Cozzo "as a made member of the Chicago Outfit,
a long-time friend of Capo^ Joseph Lombardo, . . . and is currently
operating as Lombardo's successor during Lombardo's imprisonment."
Wacks Affidavit at S34. Wacks also informs us that Cozzo testified
on behalf of Lombardo in United States v. Rov Williams. Joseph
Lombardo. et al.. 81 C.R. 269 (N.D. 111.)
As

noted,

Cozzo

did

not

appear

at

the

Wacks Affidavit at 135.
hearing,

nor

was

he

represented.
I accept Wacks' sworn statements regarding Cozzo and thus I
find that the Investigations Officer has established just cause to
find Cozzo culpable as charged.

See note 12, supra at p.26.

According to Wacks, "La Cosa Nostra Families, including the
Chicago Outfit, are generally organized as follows:
The Family
operates through groups called 'Crews.'
Each crew has a leader
called a 'Crew Boss' or 'Capo.'" Wacks Affidavit at 117.
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IV.

Penalties
Senese's

and

Cozzo's

membership

in

and

association

with

organized crime is repugnant to the i,deal of a corruption-free
union.

Given that the primary goal of the Consent Order is to

cleanse the IBT of its organized crime influence, I find that the
only just penalty for Senese and Cozzo is permanent debarment from
the IBT."
Talerico's transgressions, although not rising to the level
of Senese's and Cozzo's are indeed serious.

Talerico made it a

practice to meet with known organized crime figures under the most
suspicious of circumstances.

When called upon and immunized to

testify as to his knowledge of, and possible participation in, an
unlawful

casino

skimming

operation,

silent.

Talerico's silence precluded

corrupt influences in the union.

Talerico

chose

to

remain

the IBT's scrutiny

into

Talerico's furtive involvement

with Mr. Ponto, and his subsequent silence when called upon by the
grand jury, cannot be tolerated by a labor organization committed
to clearing its ranks of any existing corrupt elements.
of

Talerico's

seriousness.

actions

do

not,

in

this

case,

The dates

mitigate

their

Thus, I also find that Talerico should be permanently

barred from the IBT.
" I am not unmindful of the "character" witnesses produced by Mr.
Senese regarding Mr. Senese's alleged favorable impact upon his
Local. I am confident that Local 703 will be better served without
the taint of organized crime.
In addition, given Mr. Senese's
present state of health, as further evidenced by his absence from
his hearing, Mr. Senese's effectiveness as a Union president is in
doubt. It must be emphasized, however, that notwithstanding Mr.
Senese's current health condition, permanent debarment is the only
just penalty in this instance.
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Given my determinations, Senese, Cozzo and Talerico are to
permanently remove themselves

from all of their

IBT-affiliated

union positions and draw no money or compensation therefrom, or
from any other IBT affiliated source.

However, I will stay the

commencement of Respondents' debarment until such time as Judge
Edelstein has reviewed my findings and holdings, all of which I
will immediately submit to him by way of Application XII.

Independent Administrator
Dated: July 12, 1990
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